Job Detail
Senior Level

Position Title

Recruitment of web designers in japan / overseas candidates able to apply/

Recruiter Company

SK Global Co ltd

Company Name

JP career

Activated / Updated

2022-06-09 / 2022-08-11

Job Type

Creative(Internet Related) - Web Designer/Contents Planning &amp; Editing
Creative (Media Related) - Graphic Designer/Illustrator/Publishing
IT (PC, Web, Unix) - Programmer

Industry

Employment Agency

Location

Asia Japan Tokyo
Asia Japan Kanagawa
Asia Japan Osaka
We are looking for designers who can be ready to work to increase orders for web
production and advertising production.
As an IT venture, we develop web services, create websites, and create
advertisements.
Since the number of orders for production projects has increased this time, we are
looking for more staff who can produce designs that please our customers
together.
It is an environment where you can share ideas and proceed with projects while
evaluating the strengths and goodness of each design in a well-ventilated
corporate culture.
Also, since the company has an understanding of designers and engineers, you
can concentrate on your work in a relaxed environment.

Job Description

[Example of what to make]
Website
Advertisements (flyers, banners, etc.)
* Depending on your skill, we will arrange the production of advertisements.
[Characteristics of recruitment]
・ Preferential treatment for experienced people! Even those who have just
started working as a designer will be hired after carefully looking at their design
sense and skills.
・ Let's work together to design a new service that aims to be a useful Web
service for people.
・ I would like to work while having fun with people who are full of ideas and
motivation.
・ Those who want to be human resources who can demonstrate their abilities
and play an active role in their 20s / 30s are welcome.

Company Info

Working Hours

We are looking forward to the entry of those who are full of challenge spirit.
Pretend weekdays 09: 00-18: 00
Two days off per week (Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays)
* Holidays may vary depending on business-Lance
Overseas candidates able to apply / Russia, Europe, India, Sri Lanka, China,
Thailand, Vietnam, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Bangladesh, Myanmar, Iran,
Indonesia, North America, Turkey, Africa, South America, Arabia,

Qualifications

【Prerequisite】
・ Experience working as a designer using Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop
・ Experience in designing websites
[Other preferential conditions (any)]
・ Specialized and experienced website design
・ Those who have coding skills
・ Those who have been involved in the production of large-scale sites such as
portal sites
・ Those who are good at logo design and graphics
・ Preferential treatment for experienced people

English Level

Daily Conversation Level (TOEIC 475-730)

Japanese Level

Daily Conversation Level

Salary

JPY - Japanese Yen JPY 3000K - JPY 6000K

Salary Description

Social Insurance
Commuting/ Transportation Allowance
Education/ Training

Holiday Description

・ 120 days or more of annual holidays
·Summer vacation
·New Year holiday
・ Two days off per week (Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays)
* Holidays may vary depending on business

Nearest Station

All over Japan
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